→ Address scope quickly like an abstract
→ Add pg numbers
→ Fan = need or added feature or fan
→ Stop saying "like" or "sort of" "kind of"
→ Bench marking?
  House power example
→ Battery technologies?
→ T. M. Mann battery charger 
  lifetime
→ TI/Maxim
→ Different need & requirement
→ Sponsor frame part of attachment
Friction wheel mechanism

Maintenance life time

Analysis description

Friction analysis needed

Guidance → Stevens, Kempski OK

Add magnet idea

3 phase Rectifier design discussion needed

→ need specs

Stand vs shock mounting?

Cost of stand?

Cabling, ergonomics

Use staples on handouts

use email
- focus group → customer
  → user interface

  $\Rightarrow$
  $\Rightarrow$

  $\Rightarrow$
  stand attack to gen

  $\Rightarrow$
  MCU spec